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01ABOUT US

Fuzhou , The Capital of Fujian Province ,  is very suitable for 
Living .  Fuzhou Economy is belongs to  second level in 
China , so the rythem of daily life not too fast .  Life and 
work 
could find balance in our City.  There are around 8 Million 
peoples living in Fuzhou , they enjoy over 100 different 
famous local special food , they breathing best Air in China , 
owning
over 66.8% forest cover rate that is contribute to become 
No 1 forest rate province during last 50 yeas in China.

We were estabilish at year of 2008, in a empty small apartment with 4 or 5 workers. 
At that year Beijing Held the Summer Olympic Games .
Time is fast , 12 years passed , we become one of the  leading manufactur for sublima-
tion 
bandana .  Around 80,000,000 Pcs Bandanas were sold all over the world during last 12 
years, 
and the number is still growing everyday.  

We are dedicated to offer better service , bettrer solution , better value to our 
client.
Honest to client, Loyal to client is the key to commication as well
Solution always was offered at the first time after problem happened. No hide 
problem , offer solution.
24 hour fast production might be different 5 years ago , but we still pround of 
being the first offer such fast rushing service.
100% inspection for quality control 

See why thousands of organizations rely on us as their 
bandana printer.
  Full-Color Printed Bandanas
  High Quality At Cheap Prices
  FREE Design Available
  FAST Turn-Around Times
  Printed in the China
  Personalized Assistance
  Variety: We also print Headbands & Arm Sleeves

Female is absolutly play most importance role in our company , 95% our production team 
member are female , 100% our member are
local people .   Which is simply means DETAIL and Stable . That is why we could work as 
narmal  5 Days after  CNY and Production even during city block down due Corona Virus .

About us

Our city

What makes BOYI different

Why choose us

Our Team
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Screen Pinting

Digital Printer

Sewing

Weaving

Sublimation 

COMPANY TECHNOLOGY

Silk screen printing is a very common method of print-
ing. We using that on flat lanyards. The printing is 
suitable for simple logo that in 3 colors. One of the 
things screen printing client like is touch of the printing, 
it feels a little thick layer higher than printing surface.  
And the cost of printing is cheaper as well compare to 
other printing way.

We have 15 Digital printer , key factor that we could 
dispatch goods in 24 hours to our client. Those printer 
are using Eco friendly ink , great printing head, excellent 
performance on color match , Level 5 color fastness to 
make sure color is perfect and long last even after 60 
degree water washed.

We have 12 sew machine to sewing lanyards and fleece 
bandana. All our workers of Sew are our local people 
which contribute to our stable production capacity even 
during CNY holiday. That is why we could still production 
when all other factories was block down during 
COVID-19 Pandemic.

We start weaving raw material to our self  on  year of  
2018 . And which means we control every steps of 
process from material to products.  That is key for us to 
offer our client fast and stable service , and keep our 
price level low.

Sublimation is key printing way of our factory. Around 
80% orders we got is based on sublimation. You could 
almost print whatever you want on lanyard and bandana 
by sublimation printing. Around 10,000,000 sublimation 
products were sold to all over the world.



Polyester Tube Bandana

Specification:

*Moisture-wicking/Repelling
*Protect against the sun, wind, insect&ele-
ments
*Odor control
*Breathable and light
*Multifuncational, More than 12 ways to 
wear(click here to check the video)
*Can use for fishing, skiing, motorycle, riding 
and any Outdoor activitity you like.
*Quick drying
*100% seamless
*High-tech Polyester Microfiber material
*One size fits most.
*Hand or machine wash, line dry.

Polyester Fabric

RPET Fabric

Heat Transfer Printing

The Original multifunctional seamless wear

Packing
*25cm *50cm(9.85 inch*19.69 inch).
*34g/pc
*55*34*28cm, G.W.18KGS
*1pc/opp, 500pcs/ctn
 

 thermal-transfer printing and thermal-wax 
transfer, uses heat to transfer an image from 
wax to an object. Thermal-based printing 
methods work with pre-printed images on a 
single wax sheet or produce 
printed-on-the-fly images made by layering 
wax dye onto an object. Heat-transfer 
printing can replace or supplement 
alternative printing methods.

RPET fabric is a new type of environmental 
protection fabric made of recycled Baote 
bottle yarn. Its low carbon source creates a 
new concept in the field of regeneration.
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POLYESTER  Bandana

B255



Lycra Standard Tube Bandana

Specification:

*Good recovery after stretching
*UPF 50+, strong UV resistance
*Moisture-wicking/never fading
*Protect against the sun, wind, 
  insect&elements
*Odor control
*Breathable and comfortable
*Multifuncational, More than 12 ways 
  to wear(click here to check the video)
*Can use for fishing, skiing, motorycle, 
  riding or any Other Outdoor activitity you like.
*Quick dry
*100% seamless
*One size fits most.
*Hand or machine wash, line dry.

Lycra Fabric Heat Transfer Printing

The Original multifunctional seamless wear

 thermal-transfer printing and thermal-wax 
transfer, uses heat to transfer an image from 
wax to an object. Thermal-based printing 
methods work with pre-printed images on a 
single wax sheet or produce 
printed-on-the-fly images made by layering 
wax dye onto an object. Heat-transfer 
printing can replace or supplement 
alternative printing methods.

Lycra can enhance the elasticity of fabric. It 
can be used in combination with various 
fibers. Whether it is natural or artificial fiber, 
it will not change the appearance and texture 
of fabric

Details
*25cm *50cm(9.85 inch*19.69 inch).
*38g/pc
*55*34*28cm, G.W.20KGS
*1pc/opp, 500pcs/ctn 
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LYCRA Sandard Tube Bandana

B255-LS



Coolmax Tube Bandana

Specification:

*Quick dry
*Moisture-wicking/never fading
*Excellent performance in sweat-absorbing
*Protect against the sun, wind, insect&elements
*Odor control
*Breathable and comfortable
*Multifuncational, More than 12 ways to 
  wear(click here to check the video)
*Can use for fishing, skiing, motorycle, riding 
  or any Other Outdoor activitity you like.
*100% seamless
*One size fits most.
*Hand or machine wash, line dry.

Coolmax Fabric Heat Transfer Printing

The Original multifunctional seamless wear

 thermal-transfer printing and thermal-wax 
transfer, uses heat to transfer an image from 
wax to an object. Thermal-based printing 
methods work with pre-printed images on a 
single wax sheet or produce 
printed-on-the-fly images made by layering 
wax dye onto an object. Heat-transfer 
printing can replace or supplement 
alternative printing methods.

The four pipe fiber can quickly guide sweat 
and moisture away from the skin surface and 
disperse in all directions, making sweat 
volatilize faster and keep the skin dry and 
comfortable at all times. So the body 
perspires, the skin surface and clothing do 
not leave sweat. Long lasting, comfortable 
and breathable, warm in winter and cool in 
summer, feeling more relaxed.

Details
*25cm *50cm(9.85 inch*19.69 inch).
*34g/pc&36g/pc
*55*34*28cm, G.W.18KGS/G.W.19KGS

*1pc/opp, 500pcs/ctn
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COOLMAX  Bandana

B255-C



 RPET Multifunctional Seamless Tube Bandana

Specification:

*Recycled material, eco-friendly
*Moisture-wicking/Repelling
*Protect against the sun, wind, insect&
  elements
*Odor control
*Breathable and light
*Multifuncational, More than 12 ways to 
  wear(click here to check the video)
*Can use for fishing, skiing, motorycle, 
  riding or any Other Outdoor activitity you like.
*Quick drying
*100% seamless
*One size fits most.
*Hand or machine wash, line dry.

Details

*25cm *50cm(9.85 inch*19.69 inch).
*34g/pc
*55*34*28cm, G.W.18KGS
*1pc/opp, 500pcs/ctn
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Global Recycled
Standard

R

RPET  Bandana

B255-R

Post-consumer plastic 
bottles are collected at 
recycling facilifs

Bottles are washed and 
chopped into flake

Bottle flake is melted and 
formed into chip

Chips is then melted and 
extruded into yarn

Yarn is woven in to fabric

1.Collect Plastic Bottles 2.Wash and Flake 4. Spin intoRecycled 
    Polyestrt Yarn

5. Create Eco-Friendly 
    Products

1 32 4 5
3. Heat and Rxtrude 
     into Fibre



Polar Fleece Tube Bandana

Specification:

*Moisture-wicking/Repelling
*Protect against the sun, wind, insect&elements
*Odor control
*Breathable and light
*Multifuncational, More than 12 ways to wear(click 
here to check the video)
*Can use for fishing, skiing, motorycle, riding and 
any Outdoor activitity you like.
*Quick drying
*100% seamless
*High-tech Polyester Microfiber material
*One size fits most.
*Hand or machine wash, line dry.

Details

Fleece Fabric Heat Transfer Printing

The Original multifunctional seamless wear

 thermal-transfer printing and thermal-wax 
transfer, uses heat to transfer an image from 
wax to an object. Thermal-based printing 
methods work with pre-printed images on a 
single wax sheet or produce 
printed-on-the-fly images made by layering 
wax dye onto an object. Heat-transfer 
printing can replace or supplement 
alternative printing methods.

The shaker is fluffy and dense, and it is not 
easy to shed ZD and pilling. On the reverse 
side, the fleece is sparse and symmetrical, 
the nap is short, the texture is clear, and the 
fluffy elasticity is very good. Add antistatic 
additives, flame retardant additives, infrared 
additives and so on. The fleece can also be 
combined with all fabrics for better cold 
resistance.

25cm *50cm+20cm, (9.85 inch*19.69 
inch+7.87inch)
*67g/pc
*55*34*28cm, G.W.18KGS
*1pc/opp, 250pcs/ctn 
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Polar Fleece Tube Bandana

B257-A



25cm *50cm+20cm, (9.85 inch*19.69 
inch+7.87inch)
*67g/pc
*55*34*28cm, G.W.18KGS
*1pc/opp, 250pcs/ctn

Polar Fleece Tube Bandana

Specification:

*Moisture-wicking/Repelling
*Protect against the sun, wind, insect&elements
*Odor control
*Breathable and light
*Multifuncational, More than 12 ways to wear(click 
here to check the video)
*Can use for fishing, skiing, motorycle, riding and 
any Outdoor activitity you like.
*Quick drying
*100% seamless
*High-tech Polyester Microfiber material
*One size fits most.
*Hand or machine wash, line dry.

Details

Fleece Fabric Heat Transfer Printing

The Original multifunctional seamless wear

 thermal-transfer printing and thermal-wax 
transfer, uses heat to transfer an image from 
wax to an object. Thermal-based printing 
methods work with pre-printed images on a 
single wax sheet or produce 
printed-on-the-fly images made by layering 
wax dye onto an object. Heat-transfer 
printing can replace or supplement 
alternative printing methods.

The shaker is fluffy and dense, and it is not 
easy to shed ZD and pilling. On the reverse 
side, the fleece is sparse and symmetrical, 
the nap is short, the texture is clear, and the 
fluffy elasticity is very good. Add antistatic 
additives, flame retardant additives, infrared 
additives and so on. The fleece can also be 
combined with all fabrics for better cold 
resistance.
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Polar Fleece Tube Bandana

B257-B



Natural MerinoWool  Tube Bandana

Specification:

*100% Natural wool from Australia
*Biodegradable, eco-friendly to enviroment                              
*Made from reneable raw material
*Excellent performance in wrinkle resistance
*Warm and comfortable
*next-to-skin softness
*A precious gift from nature  
*Outstanding breathable performance
*One size fits most.
*Multifuncational, More than 12 ways to wear
  (click here to check the video)

Merinowool Fabric Sewing

Merino Wool 

The Original multifunctional seamless wear

Four needle and six thread fourneedle six 
lines is originated from a kind of curved back 
seam sewing machine introduced and 
developed by aoling company of Japan, 
which is mainly used for the joint and parallel 
joint of seam pieces. The sewing machine is 
an internationally recognized iso607 stitch, 
which is very dynamic. It is composed of four 
surface threads, one bottom thread and one 
Hasu thread. It has a unique high elasticity, 
flat and high strength stitching effect,

Merino wool is also known as ultra-fine Merino wool, because its fiber is extremely fine, with a diameter of less than 19.5 microns, and 
the best Merino wool with a diameter of less than 11.7 microns, is the finest of the wool varieties. And PU Merino sheep sweater
Wool is much coarser. The sweater made of this kind of wool is not only elastic, but also soft and delicate. It is very comfortable to 
wear close to the body. However, the coarser wool clothes will itch after wearing. The fabric woven by it is delicate, soft, considerate 
and comfortable. It not only has excellent heat preservation and moisture absorption function, but also has moderate expansion and 
contraction tension. The products made of ultra-fine Merino wool can more reflect the noble temperament. In addition, most Merino 
wool products are specially preshrunk and can be machine washed directly. After machine washing, the natural characteristics and 
advantages of wool will not be affected. Proper care can keep the good appearance of the clothes.
Its noble price and feel, next only to cashmere, doomed its products to be the best of all wool products. The price is about 60% of 
cashmere products.

Merino wool is also known as ultra-fine 
Merino wool, because its fiber is extremely 
fine, with a diameter of less than 19.5 
microns, and the best Merino wool with a 
diameter of less than 11.7 microns, is the 
finest of the wool varieties. And PU

Details
*25cm *50cm(9.85 inch*19.69 inch).
*64g/pc
*55*34*28cm, G.W.16KGS
*1pc/opp, 250pcs/ctn
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B258-NW

Natural MerinoWool  Tube Bandana



Modal Tube Bandana

Specification:

*Soft and comfortable
*Excellent moisture absorption
*Smooth surface
*Made with Natural silky fabric
*Durable and stable performance
*wrinkle resistance and non-ironing
*Strong shape stability                 
*Bright&attractive colors 
*One size fits most.
*Multifuncational, More than 12 ways to wear
  (click here to check the video)       

Modal Fabric

The Original multifunctional seamless wear

Hign color fastness, durable,clear texture, 
complete quality, give you a comfortable 
experience.The use of natural fibers, the use 
of advanced equipment

Details
*25cm *50cm(9.85 inch*19.69 inch).
*42g/pc
*55*34*28cm, G.W.21KGS
*1pc/opp, 500pcs/ctn
 

Sewing
Four needle and six thread fourneedle six 
lines is originated from a kind of curved back 
seam sewing machine introduced and 
developed by aoling company of Japan, 
which is mainly used for the joint and parallel 
joint of seam pieces. The sewing machine is 
an internationally recognized iso607 stitch, 
which is very dynamic. It is composed of four 
surface threads, one bottom thread and one 
Hasu thread. It has a unique high elasticity, 
flat and high strength stitching effect,
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Fashionable Modal Tube Bandana

B258-MD




